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Editors Note:
Hey, I have a favor to ask everyone who reads this.
Please SUBSCRIBE to the Failed Haiku YouTube
Channel. Why? Because it costs you nothing, and you
will NOT be emailed (unless you 'ask' to get them).
And, what DOES it do for Failed Haiku? Thanks for
asking! What it does is raise the 'relevance' of our
videos on haiku and senryu in the eyes of YouTube
and it's parent company Google! The entire Haiku
Community needs to band together to support
YouTube sites with relevant poets and information
about our genre. While you are supporting us PLEASE
consider supporting the following sites also:

The Haiku Foundation on  YouTube

Haiku Society of America on YouTube

Poetry Pea on YouTube

Ron Moss on  YouTube

Also, click 'Like' and watch some of the best on the
web for videos about haiku and senryu. Thanks!

Mike Rehling 'Failed Editor'

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg1SAXmCP5pTrCEeJwqPOkw
https://www.youtube.com/user/thehaikufoundation
https://www.youtube.com/user/thehaikufoundation
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFpsOFHZokYApVQ-qYXb06w
https://www.youtube.com/user/BlindDogMoss
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six plates of pet food
she calls it her feral cat
soup kitchen

passersby
an acorn hits the one
with no mask

William Cullen Jr.



this day
a sunrise meets a sunset
origami

blush fire
the way his words
pierce my heart

a table
meant for two
divorce papers

Kayla Drouilhet



sunday -
grandad flickers
as the organ starts up

holding pattern
circling the whole
meditation

clouds come and go -
the solar fountain’s
ups and downs

pen down resting my lower case i’s

Alan Peat



mountain mist
enough to become
a hermit

All Fools’ Day--
for conspiracy theorists
happy hour

swing--
a naughty boy kicking up
the worm moon

Teiichi Suzuki



work day's end
the pencil drops
from the ceiling

walk of shame
learning which neighbors
are morning persons

deadline
this, too
shall pass

every word
the drunks exchange
wolf moon

Alexander B. Joy



in the garden
granny's walker screeches
a squirrel sprints

the bonsai grows
at its own pace
my special child

Neena Singh



A Dream Question

Surely it was her voice that woke me yesterday… She said clearly,
“Where did you put that?”
It was definitely her voice… after so many months, of course I
recognized her.
Jack the dog heard it too. He sat right up in the bed, like I did.
We looked at each other, and the expression on his face made me
laugh
as I’m sure my sleepy mug amused him. He yawned and said,
“S’-argh.”
One of his ears was up, and one was inside out. He was like
“What the hell was that?” He knew, even so.
Overhead I could hear the sound of Air Force jet aircraft, and outside,
a bit of morning traffic. Early light came through the window blinds. I
said,
“I don’t remember, babe…” and put my head back down on the
pillow.
Jack curled himself against my chest and tucked himself into me…
and sighed.
I laughed again, picturing the look on Jack’s face, and the set of his
ears
when he heard the voice from the grave, the voice from my dream…
and THAT
made me realize that I was awake and wanted some coffee.

smoke alarm
the smell of breakfast
from my neighbour's suite

Michael Hough, prose / Christina Chin, senryu



city park
my dog sniffs
another's pee

travail room
the mother chases
the premature child

grandfather's funeral
on the coffin we read
made in China

Vincenzo Adamo



once again
a diamond lost in transit ...
stillbirth

second whistle
the chaiwala runs around
collecting money

Kala Ramesh



Mary's Hope

sitting to
listen to you
preparations paused

prostrate
over my brother's death
Lazarus come forth

kneeling to
anoint your feet
death ahead

standing
as I watch you die
waiting for new life

Susan Bonk Plumridge
plumbonkers.blogspot.ca

http://plumbonkers.blogspot.ca/


last night
mediocre sex... this morning
makeup sex

come hither look
she peels the banana
slowly

death of a friend
the smoothness of the casket
still in my hands

lazy bastard
in a suit
my funeral

Jim Krotzman



MURDER

look-out arrives
sky-smart street-smart human-smart
crow take offs cleared

no humans in trees
bird only tree-top permit
crow only tree roost

union employment
masters of night surveillance
crow neighborhood watch

grain seed trinket gift
human face recognition
crow fly by greeting

holiday invite
CaaW! CaaW! CaaW! R.S.V.P.
crow murder party

Robert Fleming and Carol Grem



all that’s left
of his story
war medals

running the track
the angry woman
laps me again

at the park
the other book reader
gives me a nod

Inauguration Day
my neighbor’s Trump flag
folding ceremony



Bryan Rickert



where
winches go to groan
shipyard

creases in the irony

spelling
bee
e - n - d - a - n - g - e - r - e - d

they're not perky
they're taped

Roberta Beach Jacobson



dredging up the past
the gravel quarry
flies a Confederate flag

farmer's market
we all revolve around
the sungold tomatoes

waxing gibbous . . .
I'm gonna
kick his ass

trying to connect
with a higher power
old growth pines

Kristen Lindquist
website: www.kristenlindquist.com
haiku blog: www.kristenlindquist.com/blog

http://www.kristenlindquist.com/
http://www.kristenlindquist.com/blog


breastfeeding at dawn I cradle the crescent moon

dystopia groceries
the Muzak croons
smooth jazz

Kat Lehmann



Felinity Needs

the life
we all deserve
kitty snores                   (KL)

in my hand
a little heartbeat (BR)

mostly fluff
this whimsical love
now essential                  (KL)

declaring who’s boss
the small squeak
of defiance (BR)

after the nap
our mutual head bonks      (KL)

journaling
every turn of my pen
her plaything (BR)



Heavy Petting

park sunrise
a stray dog
walks himself (BR)

bribing my cat
to sit with me                    (KL)

the wee hours
a hamster’s endless
spinning wheel (BR)

round and round
the old reflections
this goldfish mind (KL)

the tank turtle
on its only stone (BR)

bulb flickers…
the unseen chameleon
suns itself (KL)

Kat Lehmann/Bryan Rickert



warm cocoon
the last few minutes
under the covers

faking it so well
the chameleon
loses its identity

the mentor
who loves to listen
to herself

creme brûlée
on my tongue
those syllables

Mary McCormack
@marym_cc

https://twitter.com/marym_cc?lang=en


Debbie Strange
@Debbie_Strange
debbiemstrange.blogspot.com

https://twitter.com/debbie_strange?lang=en
http://debbiemstrange.blogspot.com/


date bars . . .
depends on your
constitution

long winter
time to clean house
divorce decision

nudist camp in winter
icicles hanging
everywhere

Ronald K. Craig



lockdown–
a deer vanishes
in the snow

crisp air–
I wrap myself
in her shawl

disrobing
my own shadow–
floating leaves

Kashiana Singh
Website - http://www.kashianasingh.com/

http://www.kashianasingh.com/


Lavana Kray



unopened gift
around me
bubbles of dreams

slap of a gust
the tactics
of a pampered child

Richa Sharma
@BluelakeMoon

https://twitter.com/BluelakeMoon


recovery
with my doctor's prescription
an origami

unexpected sunny day
I put off window cleaning
once again

mindfulness...
my new haiku would need
the  f o u r t h  line



Oscar Luparia
https://issuu.com/oscarluparia

https://issuu.com/oscarluparia


British invasion
the twists and shouts
of a fourth surge

 under my skin  vaccine

plague variant
helping to find my
forever home?
 
wedding crashers—
red-eyed and horny
cicadas

mask divide
how we paper over
our differences

 sleeping
with strangers
another Zoom

rotted rail ties
our big dreams
now smaller

Marilyn Ashbaugh



3 AM

I wake up from a deep sleep convinced there are aliens in my room. I
grab my husband and look around but there’s no one there. Not a
sound, not even a movement. I start to calm down until I realize it
could all be an illusion that I’m safe at home in bed, when really I’m
on a spaceship, maybe even a jail cell.

the pitying looks
of the other aliens
when I pull down
my pants and pee,
in front of everyone

Susan Burch



What’s in a Name

In her email, she tries to berate me for my use of a name for the part
of the world I grew up in. I can only laugh at her. The woman has
never lived there. It's obvious. Her use of another country’s version of
its geological name is not ours.

“Hey guys, let's go fishing on the Pre-Cambrian Shield. Who's bringing
the Muskol?” The name doesn't quite cut it.

It's home, It’s where we work. It's the F150 we bought at Cambrian
Ford. It's the granite rock cut along the Trans-Canada Hwy., where Joe
painted the words he loves Marie.

mid February
on the Shield
Pépère stoking
small fires under
the covered skidders

Mike Montreuil



anniversary
cross at the thought
of my ex

unsafe sex
I ride the Harley
without a helmet

cold shoulder
a sparkle on a blade
of grass

unsettled thoughts
an open window at the top
of the building

sleeping with an editor
she adjusts my position

they tell me
to stay safe...do they think
I'm dangerous



her list
of things wrong with me…
I add to it

Bee Jay



lockdown
you chopping vegetables
while I stir the pot

morning walk
no one now to match
steps with

ikebana -
just you and me

in the lockdown

Kizie Basu



the morning after
our anniversary party
a spent firework

in a draft
my writing
seizes up

beach bar
the message in a bottle
too blurred to read

novocaine
the dentist pedals me
into the light



John Hawkhead



our last selfie All Saints Day

the transfer of her headache

away from home monochrome

Pere Risteski



on my tongue
the bittersweet taste
of malicious joy

reading her letter -
like a raven's hoarse croak
grandfather's voice

Eva Joan



Letdown

I have an erotic dream about a woman with raven hair, shady face

she comes on to me in a bar, lays up against me, plays footsie and
strokes my leg

she likes it when I massage her left nipple, offers sex
when? I ask—where?
here, she says—now

then while I am in the jax feeding coins into a machine to buy
johnnies, she clears off...

some dreams aren't worth having, are they?

dirty ashtrays
and stale beer scent the air
dysphoric recall

Guy Stephenson



Maxianne Berger



fallen rose petals
in death a new life --
potpourri

conservatory
his mother-in-law's tongue
given a dousing

royalty --
imagining
his parting shot

10,000 steps
checking my BP
at the very thought

Ingrid Baluchi



picking up fallen leaves
the wind returns them
to my eyes

the joke ran flat
my strangeness is now akin
to a two-legged dog

the fly
on the page
reads Camus too

Luke Levi
Twitter @LukeLevi6

https://twitter.com/LukeLevi6


stink bugs overwintering my discontents

walking the anthropocene
a double knot
to the dog poop bag

squeezed into a corner
octopus

à la carte

contrails—
the city sidewalk chalked
with monoku

Michele Root-Bernstein



Writing retreat
writer on my left; writer on my right

Stereo-typing

I'm dead serious.
Nobody better fuck with
Me and my haiku.

David J. Bookbinder
https://theartofbalance.online

https://theartofbalance.online/


face mask fashion
the patina
of control

dog walker’s remorse
no plastic bags

teaching our toddler
sound sleep habits...
we nod off

cappuccino foam art
gateway
to another galaxy

at the funeral
everyone says it will be okay...
they are wrong

Lee Hudspeth
Twitter: @LeeHuds



if I were a tree
I'm pretty sure I'd be
in the dog park

feathers --
this early bird
got the early cat

Robert B McNeill



borrowed book,
overdue and unread –
a ghost story

languishing in line
with other addicts –
Starbucks at dawn

Shai Afsai
shaiafsai.com

http://shaiafsai.com/






Tim Roberts



Dolls for company

The old woman had few visitors. She liked to sit surrounded by her
‘things.’ The coldly delightful porcelain dolls were her mainstay and
constant companions. She much preferred them to her own relatives.
She was shrewd and quick to shed a tear when necessary, but people
were just a means to an end.  The dolls, voiceless and uncritical, were
her true friends.

The old woman lived on like this for many years. Her only regret was
that no one ever saw things her way.

winter funeral-
only pallbearers’ faces
scratched by cold rain

Robbie Porter



aging gracefully
a new dawn hits me
in the face

hot air balloon
who said Tesla
wins the girl?

beggars
can be choosers
dinner time

Sherry Grant



virgin birth – the family toilet unclean'd

Ryan Garrison



from the concept
of sausage
Mother made gravy

dystopian dreams--
an open wound is also
an awakening

Gail Greenwood



rusty shovel…
the burden of Earth
on his shoulders

night shift
walks him home
the waning moon

deep furrows—
the seven decades
of his life as a farmer

shoe shiner
dirt of the city
on his face

Hifsa Ashraf



Dead Poets ' Society

poppies through the grass a gendai knockout

Basho's pond
with a central fountain
funambulist frogs

reading Issa
pierced with sorrow
a morning of snow

academics'
new light on Shiki
sketches from death

fallen in the dance
his dead wife's comb
Buson survives

Kyoshi's disciples
all locked up
no season word

Diana Webb



pretty woman...
our only safe choice these days
eye contact

graduation...
all the prom gowns this year
unsold

Ed Bremson



apart
in the moonless
starless bedroom

Christmas
ruined by too many
mobile passwords

ice-penciled window,
hot habanero jelly
the morning she died

Dana Delibovi



lazy night
not thinking of the
fish on the line..

jasmine rice
syllables and
dice...

sunset
curling up with
my pamphlet...

Caroline Krakora



expectant mother
waiting for tomato seeds
to sprout

the buzz
of a weed eater
dentist’s waiting room

Dottie Piet



private parts
the gaps in her memoir
a cover-up

sunset
the nurse with bedpan eyes
drops the potted plant

luck of the draw
face down on the table
my house of cards

she loves me not
a daisy petal falls
on powdered rhino horn

lockdown
another beer
with a barcode

Robert Witmer





Tim Roberts



capturing
a forever moment
another selfie death

the wiggling bottom
of a native bee
insta influencer

by the fifth chorus
I’m no longer listening
marriage

Louise Hopewell
https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/

https://louisehopewellwriter.wordpress.com/


bloody knife
I cancel
our marriage guidance session

wielding his twigs
the juvenile raven
builds a lightsaber

traffic stop
for some there's no such thing
as routine

Tracy Davidson
@tracydavidson27

https://www.instagram.com/tracydavidson27/?hl=en


vecchia bottiglia...
polvere fra le dita
i ricordi

old bottle...
dust between the fingers
memories

ancora...
mi combatte dentro
quel muscolo testardo

yet...
fights me inside
that stubborn muscle

Giuliana Ravaglia



a dream
all my failed haiku
on the first page

pinching my arm
when no one's looking
facebook post

the first flower
the last flower
Etna explosion

Maria Concetta Conti



Chica del calendario
única relación a largo plazo
que ha tenido

Calendar girl
the only long-term relationship
he's ever had

Mujer tartamuda
contando sus novios de por vida:
“onbs-obse- nomas.”

Stuttering woman
counts her life boyfriends:
“Di-di-dir-ty five”

Mandados
así llamaba  a nuestras
reuniones clandestinas

Errands
that´s how  she called
our clandestine dates

Wilbert Salgado



hangover
God punishes me
with loud church bells

we never saw
the cherry blossoms
or Japan

corner bar closed
sign says thanks for the past
pray for the future

find me
in all the words
you do not use

Rp Verlaine



off to yoga
one room to the next
zooming

Jeffrey Ketts





Joanna Delalande/Drawing
Oscar Luparia/poem



Allan D Weldon



dry pond
stone frog
no splash

filling an empty afternoon three new poems

Gil Jackofsky



mouth wide open—
I attempt to answer
the dentist’s question

talking about Pluto
the ping pong ball spins
off the table

first massage . . .
my fart breaks
the silence

store plexiglass—
I repeat myself
behind my mask

MRI head scan
a sci-fi techno song
missing a beat

Jacob Salzer



tears run
over the bridge
of my nose

through the gate
of my ruined house
the pear blossoms aglow

coffee cup
the moon hangs
in a moon

through the drizzle
an old cat
quickens her steps

David He



staying home
contemporary tourism -
so sustainable

old moon
sometimes more, sometimes less
- irrepressible

Pitt Büerken



old couples
only their laundry clings
in the dryer

listless
chores stare at me
I look away

Christa Pandey



open house next door-
praying to the god
of good neighbors

afternoon snooze
I wheeze along
with the cat

ebb tide
I won't be stranded
by your return

to-do list crossed off-
there go my reasons
for living

darning a sock-
wholeness hangs
by a thread

Cynthia Anderson
http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com

http://www.cynthiaandersonpoet.com/


climate crisis
water boiling away
on the gas stove

wetland hike
the crick
in my neck

cicadas
another ex
resurfaces

flashy convertible
a believer
in top-down economics

Laurie Greer



small talk
i catch the yawn
from my daughter

loving you ---
whatever i touch
cactus prick

temple gate
the ban on nonhindus
and the shoes

Meera Rehm



vespers in the monastery voices over water

the sound of me breaking eggshells

by the light
of a fairy wand
baby teeth

Marilyn Fleming
@mflem9811

https://twitter.com/mflem9811?lang=en


she wrote thank you notes
to the blues . . .
write on

bad reviews
are fantastic
to write

Katherine Shehadeh
katherinesarts.com
@your_mominlaw

http://katherinesarts.com/
https://twitter.com/your_mominlaw/status/1330627786294370307


The Scorcher

Bill Snyder is older than me and my friends—a year or two older than
my brother, even. He is tall and athletic. When he deigns to play with
us, he comes to dominate. It is sport for him, but it is not sporting.
But this afternoon, when he hits a hard line drive in our backyard—I
am playing deep, standing at the edge of the woods—I stick out my
arm, and I feel the ball land in the webbing. I hold up my gloved hand
with a half-shrug, trying to contain the sting.

summer heat
letting the fireflies
chase themselves

Mark Forrester



weekly ritual charging my de/vices

his 5-7-5 theories—thin gruel

between you and me
the gateless gate
still sticks

our family reunion—broken branches

wrapping words around wounds larded with love

call for submissions i surrender

Sondra J. Byrnes



first rays of dawn
reaching
for the vodka

coiled python —
tattoos hug his arm

Sands of Time

Persian rose
wilting in desert sun—
warped gun barrel

porch door slamming—
an IED
interrupting a dream

Memorial Day
the numbers
he can’t call again



Colleen M. Farrelly



ending quarantine
my parents drive back home
to bury their cat

mean streak--
beating the curse words
out of his son

racing home
I give my shadow
a head start

pink taffy stretching one more hour out of the day

Alex Fyffe
@AsurasHaiku

https://twitter.com/asurashaiku?lang=en


Schrödinger's cat -
finally her entanglement
gives her a break

long phone call -
a furry paw
taps my arm

pub talk -
I get to know of her
first crush

On Tenterhooks

On an afternoon jungle trail, we sit utterly still in an open jeep, amidst
tall dry grass, waiting for the predator to show itself. In the
background, a barking deer continues to call ...

an email
out of the blue
job termination

Sushama Kapur



postcard home
from the isle of Lesbos
wish you were her

beach bar
the up-tempo beat
of crickets

how life happens
when you’re not looking
vanity mirror

Patricia Hawkhead



rainy Thursday
the hum before the first class –
college corridor

phone chat a V of swans flies southeast

virtual tour
of Kyoto cherry blossoms
cancelled due to rain

Maeve O'Sullivan



365 days

She starts her conversation, 'feeling so bored. This loneliness, I
understand this would be with me forever, but, at times I get scared.
If anything happens to me, who will inform you.....?'

These words sum up our daily conversations. Somehow in the
beginning, I wouldn't encourage mother to converse daily. But, with
this pandemic glooming in; I realised, 'what will I lose if I chat with
her over the phone with words of comfort, joy, humour, laughter and
sorrow. Am I not going to trod the same path one day?'

What started with a casual phone call has become a routine. Every
evening after six; all the days....all the months....

folding again
a perfect origami crane
her take off

Lakshmi Iyer



Zoom session
counting the number of freckles
on my therapist's face

snow on snow
another dream of my ex
on top of me

sultry night
two apprentice monks share
town gossip

lakeshore trail
here and there a faint trace
of urine

in Zoom therapy
I can no longer look down
or look away ...
full frontal with/out a smile
for f  i  f  t  y  m  i  n  u  t  e  s

Chen-ou Liu
@ericcoliu and @storyhaikutanka

https://twitter.com/ericcoliu?lang=en
https://twitter.com/storyhaikutanka?lang=en


ships at anchor
waiting to unload
the burden

puppy
at the end of the leash
... splashing rain

a sliver shy
of the full moon
still

a
bit

crazy

lunch
alone at my desk
... spring wind

B.A. France
@b_a_france

https://twitter.com/b_a_france?lang=en


doorstep
hindering me again
mom’s disapproval

social distancing
my daughter sings a lullaby
to the crickets

dew-sprinkled squash blossom
among the poppies
the gipsy bride

Radostina Dragostinova



Four Elements Kyoka Set

Letters
In the fire
All these things
Which turn out to be
Only illusions

Creatures
In the ocean's depth
All these secrets
Which began
To live their own lives

Whispers
In the wind
Everything dances
To the music
Of the quanta

Seeds
In the ground
All these predictions
Hidden
In our small talk

Anna Goluba
https://travellingbetweentheparallelworlds.blogspot.com/

https://travellingbetweentheparallelworlds.blogspot.com/


in the rain
outside the hardware store
a red wheel barrow —
white chicken
not included

bad connection the gist of small talk

fresh bread
the hunger in me
rising

garbage day
I recycle
the funeral home flyer

crumbling wine cork
at last the tea strainer
gets some use

Bob Lucky



FEB. 14TH SEQUENCE

drawing a heart
in the shower’s steam . . .
Valentine’s Day

not falling in love
with spaghetti squash . . .
Valentine’s Day

the Be Mine blurry
on a candy heart
Valentine’s Day

a lonely star
winking at me . . .
Valentine’s Day

***

FIRE & ICE

Before the pyromaniac lights the match, reality corrodes then
implodes.

forest’s edge
a flame shivers
then explodes . . .

burning books—
shadows hollow out
an angry face



banjo twang
and moonshine—
blue mountain
an old timer’s blind eyes
penetrate the darkness

Anna Cates



last letter...
blowing the dust
from her kisses

cold skin...
in a memorial bag
her old ring

goosebumps
a mean wind winds
around tombstones

expired dreams
a last sack of potatoes
in the cellar

Marilyn Ward





Sarah Paris
@sfswisspoet

https://twitter.com/sfswisspoet?lang=en


city street
the morning after
a violent protest
sanitation worker picks up
a crushed walker

counting the new instructor
now two women
in welding class

women's self-defense class
only the instructor
without facial bruises

yoga class instructor
on her arm
Marine tattoo

his first "ma'am" since childhood --
officer replies to a question from
his new commanding officer

John J. Dunphy



hakka noodles
the heron’s nest built
in the crane reserve

anthropology
the study of people who
cook things you don’t eat

2020: the
year we all got together
and said “yeah, fuck this”

lounge lizard: “what’s
your sign?” woman:
“blasting zone ahead”

Robert Beveridge



in an alley
a flasher
selling watches

heat lightning
the boy keeps rubbing
the worn spot on his jeans

zoom meeting his unmade bed

chilly morning
his nipples
through a tight cotton shirt

small talk—
it’s all about
her

Joseph P. Wechselberger



Amanda McLeod
@AmandaMWrites

https://twitter.com/amandamwrites?lang=en


cool breeze
a hint of jasmine
enters my dream

Funeral
I whisper goodbye
as flames engulf her

Padma Rajeswari



waiting room...
reading a magazine
without reading it

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore





Carmela Marino



cool summer
the hotel sound system
plays reggae

cloudless
the disc jockey blows fluff
from the needle

warm coast
the lone paraglider plays
a bit part in the sky

metropolis —
at Advent Vespers
a chorister sobs

Tim Murphy



lazy evening
I finally have to drink
my ice cream

silent ceremony
altar boy disinfects
wedding rings

Wiesław Karliński



hospice bed
she places her palm to see
if I'm still sleeping

boarding call . . .
a half finished sudoku
left on the lounge

smiling buddha
one more reason
why I love him

Srinivasa Rao Sambangi



Photo by: Sandra Šamec
Haiku by: Franjo Ordanić



Recidivist crow
still going straight

The wind
reads the trees
in italics

Phil Madden



one minute silence
the length
of the mourners shadows

topograph he points to where they said they'd go

Ben Oliver



MEET THE NEW BOSS

masked
the new president
raises taxes

child ducking under the wall three presidents

promising
a return to normal
his teleprompter

ID required
for the vaccine
but not to vote

vaccinated
under the old president
new president

with his two dogs
the president promises
more diversity

paul m.



ferlinghetti is dead
and unobserved
by mass media,
facebook shares
our grief.

A Drop in the City

In our city is a non-profit called "Bottle Drop"; it is a consolidated
place to return deposit cans and bottles. On a sunny day, I approach
the drop to return a big, green, bar-coded bag of cans via the drop
window. The family in the front of the line has six bags, the next
person two, and the lady in front of me three. I settle in to wait
patiently as the card reader that opens the door to the drop often
takes several tries to open. The family in front finally gets the door
open and pushes their bags through the gate behind the door. They
then turn to the man behind them and hand the open door to him.
That man keeps the door open for the lady in front of me. She holds
the door for me. When my bag doesn't easily go through the bars of
the one-way gate, she reaches out a hand and helps me push. We are
rewarded with a song of aluminum cans rippling past the bars.

a stranger
holds the door
ripples of kindness.

Shasta Hatter



yellow blooms
their rendezvous
at her tomb

fall
I get up each time
differently

border fence
a butterfly swings
here and there

Rajeshwari Srinivasan



high shelf:
aspirations, imagination
gather
spider silk and moult

Laura Anne



E equals MC squared?

I need another rubber duck down to win a prize.  But I’m sure this
gun has a dodgy sight.  I squeeze the trigger gently, and miss.  That’s
me done.  Now where’s my kid bro got to?  Neil Sedaka’s ‘Calendar
Girl’ is booming out above the clatter of slot-machines.

Ah, there he is, working his system.  He pulls the one-armed-bandit’s
one arm, wins another jackpot and scoops up his cash. He’s a genius,
Kid Bro, a mathematical genius.  Even finding a flaw in Einstein’s
‘Theory of Relativity’, to the total bafflement of his maths teacher.

Ricky Nelson is singing ‘Hello Mary Lou’ as we exit the amusements
arcade, myself broke, Kid Bro clinking coppers and silver.

He buys me an ice cream.

long years on a care home
vague recognition
in his one good eye

Paul Beech



Rainstorm in lockdown
Only the clouds
are free

Mike Fainzilber
@MFainzilber

https://twitter.com/mfainzilber?lang=en


in the gap where ginsberg saw god            a kireji

) the rest (nap) of my day (

blind curve
doubling down
on dashboard deities

making a withdrawal
the unmasked man
gets the once over

floral face mask
the everpresent
scent of my breath

Helen Ogden



seagull I used to be the winter sky

headstone:
the unheard humming of a cosmic night

like a lover cradling the moon the river

Réka Nyitrai



her argument
with air quotes
my one-fingered response

I can’t see you now she says meaning ever

trying to mingle
with spring breakers
the waitress calls me Sir

Marsh Muirhead



Stolen Views

lost boot
i remember my last
trip to Italy

moonlight
the gentle tapping of gondolas

listen
what a joyful
canzonetta

Juliet's balcony
star-crossed lovers share coffee
on Zoom

trip to the north
the shining spires of Duomo

mount Etna
a murmuration of swallows
steals the view

Vessislava Savova and Iliyana Stoyanova



Capotă Daniela Lăcrămioara



"bouncing marshmallows"
I write a silly verse
for my grandson

flyover—
her air kiss
lands in California

six word memoir: alive on this warm blue planet

Barrie Levine



crossroads
I’ll carry your hand
daddy

the baby’s cry
interrupts a prayer
funeral service

emerging poet
every photo of him
blurred

goods train
in one ear and out
the other

Myron Lysenko



waveswaveswaves
until they

can’t

pantry shelf
running low on my stock
of you

lettingthecigaretteashgetaslongasit
wants

where in the hell
is Grandma
hometown graveyard

PRANK

up the stairs creak not how knowing broken floorboard laughing not
how knowing the principal cow

empty hallway
the wrecking ball
echoes

Robert Moyer



memories of
the blue of your eyes--
rain falling harder

the ripples spreading
across the pond--
you held my hand

Lafcadio
@juliusorlovsky



hairdresser's passing . . .
may her beehive
rest in peace

stone beach -
the poet re-reads
her confession

Cynthia Rowe
www.cynthiarowe.com.au

http://www.cynthiarowe.com.au/


a nudist beach
she is wearing
sandal tan lines

plane in turbulence…
staggering from the toilet
with his pants down

team building
the blood blister dampens
a shovel handle

Nina Kovačić



graveyard
one more cross
on granddad`s calendar

april snow
isn`t in a hurry to leave
mother-in-law

dollhouse
each barbie has a legend
about her husband





Irina Guliaeva



cherry blossoms
and the confession
I'm still waiting for

oneness

the carpet = the drapes

single star
these teardrops
not emojis

dead sea don't give me any ideas

Aaron Barry



celebrating 4/20
i rub cbd oil
onto my knee

socialist
i left align
my words

old man
wrapped in yesterday’s
news

enjoying the night
my dog smells the world
i watch a satellite

crossing orion

Tom Blessing



they washed every dish
and left them on the drainer
good morning jenga

people have died of
a scratch - the hem of my skirt
ripped by a rosebush

relentless progress
with every meal the inchworm
resizes the world

INTRUDER

I hear the kangaroo before she’s aware of me. She’s lolloping downhill
through the undergrowth and my presence is masked by a stiff salt
breeze. Glancing down the path at my perpendicular approach, she
pulls short. Freezes. Probably she intends to disappear. Or, since she’s
outlined against the sky, perhaps she wants to draw attention to
herself.

I hesitate, then see, as in a developing photograph, another. And
another. Ten or more.

CT scan
he doesn’t see them
until he sees them

Alice Wanderer



old carousel ...
my daughter begs to
bring the pony home

moongazing
my son asks about
the sunflower

my daughter
sticks her tounge out —
popsicles

not in such a hurry
the snails
on my escargot

looking through
her bedroom window
peekaboo

Agus Maulana Sunjaya



under the idle watch
corn crop ripens
myth of scarecrow

after heroes leave
clowns crowd the stage
bad days ahead

Diwali sparklers
hungry kid stops
crying for food

Vishnu Kapoor



all highbrows fall

morning dew
a heart on the sleeve
of her tattoo

Elmedin Kadric



hopelessly stuck
in the virtual world
spring ... online

Natalia Kuznetsova



new car smell empty bank account

garbage day
old rocking-horse
put out to pasture

green
dot

ted
with           pur

ple
and

yel
low

Earth Day

Susan Farner



shaking
the snow globe …
house moving

he smiles
loosening his tie
the world stays out

Daniela Misso



conjuring spirits
in the cloistered canyon
moonshine still

string theory
the many dimensions
of our lives

balancing act—
the old man and
his underwear

earthquake—/
the quivering flesh
of sumo wrestlers

tangerine lipstick
all the sweet things
she says

Dan Burt
@danburt

http://twitter.com/danburt


cold draft--
I dreamed you were alive
and woke

late snow
still falling
in love
the blankets still warm from you
your footsteps not yet covered

cherry blossoms--
the first day
of my period

morning tea--
the taste
of my reflection

Pippa Phillips



planting a garden
flowers and vegetables
for my deer friends

two bag ladies
sharing a bagel—
with pigeons



bits of broken glass
make the parking lot sparkle
on a moonlit night
ten more body bags
in the shopping cart corral

Rick Jackofsky



dodo bird
another haiku fades
into extinction

the phoenix waits
for her rebirth -
pandemic

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams



not needing to shine
the pennies I found
67th birthday

down to the ice cubes
in our tall glasses
it's all crystal clear

two old friends
meet for checkers
their patina showing

Robert Epstein



desperados
stalking bees
birds on petals

Germina Melius



Roots in the Sky
(haibun sequence)

I
and why do I remember the thirteenth of March?

I am waiting in the light-dappled courtyard of the old school. My
daughter, the one I have held close like a hatchling all these years, is
to appear for her school leaving exam. Around me, the nervous
giggles of young people rise like soap bubbles.  A flash of parakeet in
the liquid skies and I  think of my daughter’s difficult growing up.

the slow drip
of a tap -
one last exam

II

the first time I hear of it

Like the wings of a trapped bird, the mild agitation in my friend’s
voice. But when she says the word - her voice, sibilant and soft -
makes music of it.  Corona, she says once, and then again, with not a
hint of the heaviness that is soon to befall us.

the earth
vanishing in a rustle -
a giant dust sheet



III
having flown the nest

My son calls from the far away town where his university is. He is
coming home, he says. His bags are packed. Haphazardly, I imagine,
like an invasion of locusts. My flight, he begins. The school bell
drowns out the voice I know so well, the voice that broke one summer
many moons ago.

a hatchling’s call
in the peepul tree shade
always a mother

IV
reminders

I fold the day’s bad news into a black and white paper bird.  Covid-19
tally… Highest single day spike. This bird has lost its song, its spin. I
tell myself I need to let it go. But my fingers refuse to unclasp. Hidden
in the breath of friends, of strangers, this enemy I can’t take my eyes
off.

fearing death too often washing hands

V
the past is a door closed

I sit here thinking of the upside-downness of things. Like baobab
trees. I think of all the ways there are or used to be -  of being young,



of being middle-aged or old or happy or sad. Of all the ways of
holding peace. Where have they gone?

a dog’s dream
in the mid-day quiet -
no entry

K Srilata
https://www.facebook.com/srilata.krishnan
https://twitter.com/srilataKrishnan

https://www.facebook.com/srilata.krishnan
https://twitter.com/srilataKrishnan


Snow White's fairy tale
once on everyone's lips -
today the bitten apple logo

starry night -
I study again
his tattoo

apple blossoms -
so many new girls
at the internship

first dose -
still not immune
to your charm

Question

I walk on the street wondering whether I should order the novel I
have been recommended or not. I ask my friend what he thinks.
Before he has time to answer, a random passer-by, walks quickly past
us, talking on the phone, saying: Of course you should. We both laugh.

multiple choice test -
checking one of the answers
a falling cherry blossom

Ana Drobot



back to school
the rusty weathervane
keeps spinning

microwave popcorn
suddenly
the dog appears

pandemic commute
she adjusts the chair
in her sunroom

blackberry stains
all the words
I can’t take back

G.R. LeBlanc



Chicago
“May I have iced tea?”
“We don't have that in winter”
“Okay, may I have hot tea
and two glasses of ice?”

“undo my bra”
but only to scratch
her back

Mother’s Day
the children’s calls
in voicemail

David Oates
@witnwords1
http://davidoatesathensga.com

https://twitter.com/witnwords1/status/1378064942679662596
http://davidoatesathensga.com/


thinking about
the meaning of meaning
angle of elevation

blocking the fan
so the shit doesn’t hit it
long story short

laundry day going commando

moon and dream
unrealized gains

Tim Cremin



sparse pubic hair
a nevus -
lace knickers

a cherry blossom
falls into the lake -
an empty bench

Antonio Mangiameli



long meditation –
the silence broken
by belly rumbling

stolen bag . . .
the thief leaves only
my haiku notepad

election silence –
a dog still barks
in the night

Tomislav Maretić



This far

Out of the many pieces of colorful jewelry my friend pulled out, laying
them one by one on the bed - beads, stones and crystals in green, blue
and red, a pair of butterfly earrings stole my eyes. Bought from a
store called Madame Butterfly, she said, at the Singapore airport, on a
layover on her way to Australia.

no telling
a butterfly

from its visible wingspan
standstill in flight

how far it’s come
shrunk to a thing

***

Overheard in the coffeeshop buzz

“There is really no way that can be true. What a load of nonsense!”

watching
a house fly
by my coffee mug

Anannya Dasgupta



senior village
the sidewalk chalked
for hopscotch

seventh son…
constant companions
bad luck and trouble

William Scott Galasso



pandemic silence
I discover
myself

Tsanka Shishkova



new neighbor
she tells me
their pronoun

red light district
trying not to look
like a tourist

high school
the girl who was
too tall for me

girl reading
I leave her to
her own devices

cicada song
in seventeen years
I'll be 105

Bill Kenney



blood thumb print
on the insurance bill
preexisting condition

my GPS
course corrects
never mentions
where I went wrong
never forgets

the priest sneezes
out the candle
Transubstantiation

First Communion
white starched shirt
without sin

Ron Scully



homeward bound
in my carry-on baggage
the words yet to say

after all that bickering
the crows
in last year's  nest

frozen roses the illusion of being alive

covid hangover
I ask the stray dog
for a walk

but for the wind white peonies

Eva Limbach
Mare Tranquillitatis

https://evamaria-limbach2.blogspot.com/


sweat on my face
this morning even the crows
fly slowly toward food

squeaky tennis shoes
i rush through the gallery
before i am heard

Michael Neal Morris
@bluemonk63

https://twitter.com/bluemonk63?lang=en


third date
winning the trust
of her dog

evening news
cat purrs away
my anxiety

Tomislav Sjekloća



the child -
furious
as I wind the clock

five star restaurant -
biting
my tongue

the princess
waiting patiently in line
to see a mouse

cleaning the attic -
throwing out flags
I don't recognize

James Everhart



Bryce Canyon
I model my hairdo
on  the hoodoo

mom's smile and nod
I leave her a bobble headed
solar powered me

papering the house
a poem
in every square

not really awake
the sage in my winkle
begins to sprout

Kath Abela Wilson



the big fluffy dog
does puppy pose
at a turtle

I look for love
in different species

out for a lark

Kath Abela Wilson/Jackie Chou



more years I live
the less answers
a baffled buddha

ghost paws
ghost snuggles
cat not there

a vase
a single plum flower
shadows of rain

Bruce Jewett



a child
reading a book—
dark day

breadstick
dark sky

white clouds—
a four year-old girl feeds
a big man

Mum washes my hair
I pretend my dog Buddy
is a towel
he licks me
but I close my eyes

outdoor cafe
the ibis steals a pancake
off my plate

big sunburn
the word BRAD tattooed
under his arm Pitt

Zaidee Pisani-Lysenko



hugs
in the moonlit woods
tree lovers

a visitor
turning up unannounced
at death's door

horror of horrors
a syllable miscount
forcing a rewrite

Mike Gallagher



Brazen Bull

A young male bottle-fed, head-petted, indulged, insulated from
common bovine. Aggressive disposition rewarded, elite pedigree
admired, need for dominance nurtured.

Let loose, it mounts at will. Out for blood. Horning and pawing dirt,
snorting, trying to gore everything in its way.

Humans walk on eggshells, circling periphery, scratching heads,
wondering what went wrong. Much too late for dehorning and
castration, but they gather keystone and bands, readying to interrupt
its flight zone.

pasture grazing—
sickly bellows
scatter the herd

***

iris
i beg him to grow
a beard

even for us charmers
the myth of southern charm
shifts to myth

E. L. Blizzard



missing girl
a proper burial
for a yellow tulip bulb
lost in summer
recovered in spring, her body

(RIP Linda Stoltzfoos, yellow was her favorite color)

This is a current event tanka. My heart goes out to the Amish parents
and family of a kidnapped girl in our area. Today they are doing an
autopsy on a discovered body. Linda Stoltzfoos was eighteen-years-old,
taken near her house walking home from church. She was raped and
killed last summer. After ten months, police have found her body. I pray
Linda’s family and community can find closure to their terrible grief.

For me, there’s a cosmic justice to all the flowers blooming outside now.
Yellow is a dominant flower color—daffodils, pine forest pollen dust,
forsythia. And all the yellow tulips. Linda loved yellow, she wore bright
yellow blouses with her black and white dress and apron. The spring’s
yellow flowers grow out of brown bare winter soil. Spring brings
rebirth, the flowers remember Linda.

Ingrid Bruck



anger management
mom tells me to sew back
the doll’s eye

first date
small talk and
big hotel bill

unripe persimmon unpalatable sexism

Vandana Parashar



expecting nothing in particular
evening stroll

wearing melancholy
like an old sweater
winter morning

Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo
https://ventodelgiorno.wordpress.com/

https://ventodelgiorno.wordpress.com/


movie date...
her hand meets his
in spiced popcorn

curvy barmaid...
asking her number
with a straight face

from the nostril
of the Buddha
a line of ants

divorce...
how to divide
the puppy

Joe Sebastian



Gabriela Popa



bilingual --
my senior moment
double jeopardy

seventy candles
grandkids blew
second wind

cobweb
full of dead insects
hope chest

Wonja Brucker



thick fog . . .
our life after
quarantine

lockdown . . .
the indoor language
of silence

pas de deux . . .
the waves catch
the sunrise

Ivan Gaćina



first showers ...
the warmth of masala tea
infused with petrichor

failed haiku —
I give it a nick name
senryu

Teji Sethi



childhood home...
google takes me
to a heap of debris

mother typing...
the body language
of her emojis

break up
I learn to draw
a throbbing heart

Arvinder Kaur



art history

Happiness, sadness, loneliness — straightforward enough for an artist
to depict. But sorrow? I've searched and  studied — classical to
modern art, old masters to minimalists — no-one appears to have
gotten it. Rembrandt, Goya, Munch, you say? Fear or misery perhaps,
not sorrow. For me, Käthe Kollwitz comes closest in her prints, and
yet... No, sorrow is still deeper, darker. It is subjectively formless,
transcendent, and its hues — infracolors beyond any known  palette.
Perhaps only poets and musicians can capture sorrow's tones and
contours. Evading the brush, the artist's hand hesitates.

wilted roses
her funeral ashes
in D minor

Mark Meyer



school masks
she brings home
the neighbor’s child

leaving town
on the car radio
"Should I Stay or Should I Go"

cold night
around the beggar’s shoulders
a blanket of fog

pale winter sun
the feelings
I keep to myself

Olivier Schopfer



morning scent
the passing skunk
takes no notice

coffee jitters
too much coffee
in my coffee

Terrie Jacks



vaccine clinic-
the portly nurse
calls the shots

the concision
the precision
low tide crab

David Käwika Eyre



nobody likes
my reading recommendation
Camus' The Plague

run on toilet paper
an entire nation scared
shitless

2020 everything with an *

angioplasty
my daughter in law texts
emoji hearts

Egotesticle

haiku dad –
I help my daughter trim
her college essay

Bruce H. Feingold



morning moon
a  lovely meeting
with the stranger

a pendulum clock
I dip the teabag
again and again

a cup of tea
sip by sip
marginal utility increases

Yasir Farooq



poached
in the hot sauce
my wife’s lawyer’s call

frying pumpkin seeds
on the hot pan
the points of her complaint

curfew-free
I order a new doorbell
and a welcome mat

first kindergarten day
the teacher is worried
about me

Maya Daneva



barber's door
a man combs his hair
before entering

old man
on mobility scooter
Ferrari jacket

last night's dreams
packed up—
murphy bed

50th birthday flowers
now

hung over

P. H. Fischer



haiku path
the journey from I
to i

teamster gossip . . .
unloading the trailer
unloading himself





Kevin Valentine



deserted park
an abandoned newspaper
keeps me company

Adjei Agyei-Baah



village wedding
rosemary hopping
in the coat lapel

a stormy sea
in the refugees’ eyes
hope shimmering

a lame pigeon
on the widow sill
pecks the silence

Zoran Doderovic



blackbird pulling me out of myself

making tea
you still absorbed in some project

Christina Martin



virgin vinyl
It’s All Over Now
all over again

baldness
there’s a pill for t hat

the growl
of a muzzled dog
pandemic
fatigue

LeRoy Gorman



library nook
the reassuring smell
of old tomes

changing light i put more hustle in my bustle

dropped popsicle
the child’s smile
melts away

Jay Friedenberg



swirling water gurgling down the drain

last night’s dream —
the norm
that was

***
flea market Buddha

home
carrying a serene smile
and a hole in my wallet

***
voices coalesce into the breeze

fence talk
remembering her sister
with the green thumb

***



arid mind field

the teasing
mirage

of words

Madhuri Pillai



cold coffee
the sun peeps for a moment
over the empty benches

continuous rain
I sink and float back again
In memories

Nadejda Kostadinova



flowing clouds...
the shopping bag
has lightened

Sunday lunch
my husband turns
the kitchen upside down

Elisa Allo



She was wrong
I apologized
we're friends again

Bogota
unlike Dave Matthews Band
really does rock

real bluegrass
that high lonesome sound
dogs yowls in tune

George Schaefer



Earth Day—
this squirrel
who’s pulled a plug
to empty the bird feeder
forgiven

Jill Lange



home alone
a whole year
of imaginary words

unfolding handkerchief
her old memories
in a drawer

kakemono …
I write my name
next to yours

sand castles
the salty smell
of my fingers

Eufemia Griffo



yawn inducing
words slowly roll out of my
date’s mouth - taxi!

and then middle age
suddenly you're too tired
to be horny

Bart Van Goethem
@bartvangoethem
Bartvangoethem.com

https://twitter.com/bartvangoethem?lang=en
http://bartvangoethem.com/


stretching my length
across the windowsill
I meow

wind-slanted rain
with a great swoosh
my hair blooms pink

tai chi
a one-legged egret
and me
Florida beach

five hundred miles
through reeds and holes
harmonica blues

Jo Balistreri



Dorothy Burrows



morning breeze
my lockdown hair
patting my head

social distancing
my behaviours alternate between
waves and particles

midday sun
a car glints its way
up the hill

David Gale



venus rising—
he tells me he loves
the dip in my back

lithium moon
the pull of spring
back to winter

cicada husk
the empty side
of our bed

the wrong hand of god rusting moon

not holy enough discarded condom

this wayward son nomadic moon

Lori A Minor



dog days...
a raven calls a meeting
with robin

concrete wall...
touches the shadow
of two pillows

Kamrun Nahar



lock-down
the length of my hair
now code red

lock-down
will our grand-kids
know us

dream catcher...
her bed torn apart
by arachnophobia

deployment…
her son’s voice saved
on answering machine

panning for gold…
she sifts through
the litter box

Nancy Brady
http://www.nbsmithblog.wordpress.com
@NancySm93536930
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his home decor
early
ex-wife

texting the son
sitting next to me
silent treatment

eye exam waiting room
every painting
impressionist

hair salon
the conversation
with our reflections

memory
different than the photo
tossing the photo

Valorie Broadhurst Woerdehoff



empty canvas
he drew the stars
last

bathhouse blues
no one scrubs
my back anymore

crying game -
connecting the dots
in all the i’s

a torn photograph
I piece it back together
in my memory

roadside fields
even a scarecrow
wears a mask

Alvin B. Cruz



Ann Smith



virtual mass
even the priest has
his head down

long lockdown
the new cat and the dogs
friends forever

tiny spider
 my daughter teaches it
a safe path

Rosa Clement



thrift store
smells like home
just not mine

safety protocols
books of wisdom filled
with tales of
injury, death, and
dismemberment

the woods
reclaim a beaten path
five seven five

Zoom call
faces of a dystopian
Brady Bunch

Benicio Isandro



before the graves
a warning sign
steep descent

moving into care
sprawled across his bed
the paperwork

dementia
a shut door
shrinks her world

Maurice Nevile



after a goodbye kiss
she crosses the bridge
clear reflections

I end the year
With a sober mind
clear river

farmers market
the toddler finds
her shadow

I see my face
In the baby’s pupil
breast feeding

Jade Pisani



husband and wife
sharing all passwords
two become one

I sit unmasked
next to a masked-man...
having a crush
on my lipstick
he asks my number

a pediatrician
wearing a clown mask
instead
the toddler ceaselessly
cries

Lisbeth Ho



early pandemic poems
how the exceptional
become mundane

regret the color of poison ivy

church bells
the distance
between us

poetry
in the white space
my to-do list

Kristyn Blessing



just as quickly
as she zoomed in
she checked out

Lisa Brathwaite



ma
I have room here
for your dreams

"nothing!"
mutters some silly
old mu

nothing
pleases me
more

behind
her "nothing"
nothing

snap election
a politician harvests
platitudes

getting by
without articles
bare senryu



hints of war
another division
in the ranks

Hansha Teki



young eyebrows
knotted in determination
the piano keys waltz

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt



heartfelt-
covering my eyes
blocking the sun

heartfelt-
the autumn canopy
catching the wind

heartfelt-
grey winter trees
rubbing my hands

heartfelt-
wildflower seeds
still in the packet

heartfelt-
the dust settling
on the piano keys

heartfelt-
skipping stones
across the rubicon

heartfelt-
the black ink smeared
change of address

Heartfelt-
the porch swing’s slats
can’t bare the weight

Mark Hitri



stay close to the womb

when my slithering persona emerged in this world it must have felt
weird to hear all the sounds. my entire life since has been a slow
quiet journey back down that path to a heartbeat not my own…

reading
the miranda warning
to my psyche

***
live and breathing

i only have one   just this one   no other one

picking up
pretty stones on the beach
each a chapter

***

the feather
dropped from a tree
almost to the ground
a gust of wind
adds to the story

Mike Rehling ‘Failed’ Editor
editor@failedhaiku.com
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